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Abstract: The structure and the maximal nonlinear optical (NLO) susceptibility χ(2) are tabulated
for more 700 acentric binary oxides, 220 crystals of simple, binary and complex borates and for the
same set of 110 carbonates, tartrates, formates, oxalates, acetates and fluoride-carbonates used in
ultraviolet and deep ultraviolet optoelectronics. According to the chemical formula, the structural
symbols of these crystals have been plotted on the plane of two minimal oxide bond lengths (OBL). It
is shown that acentric crystals are positioned on such plane inside the vertical, horizontal and slope
intersected ellipses of “acentricity”. The oxide and borate crystals with moderate NLO susceptibility
are found in the central parts of these ellipses intersection and, with low susceptibility, on top, at
the bottom and border of the ellipses rosette. The nonpolar fluoride-carbonate crystals with high
NLO susceptibility are found in the curve-side rhombic parts of the slope ellipse of “acentricity”.
The unmonotonous fuzzy dependence “χ(2)” on the OBL of these crystals is observed, and their
clear-cut taxonomy on compounds with π– or σ–oxide bonds is also established. It is shown that
the correlations of χ(2) with other acentric properties are nonlinear for the whole set of the oxide
crystals having their clear maximum at a certain value of the piezoelectric or electro-optic coefficient.
The correlation “hardness–thermoconductivity-fusibility” is plotted for oxide crystals, part of which
is used at the creation of self-frequency-doubling solid state lasers.
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1. Introduction

Modern fundamental material science is the main basis for the search and growth of new
perspective crystals used at the creation of various solid state dielectric devices, particularly, for laser
physics, acoustoelectronics or nonlinear optics (NLO) [1–6]. The noncentrosymmetric (NCS) crystals
can only be useful for the last aims [2,5,6]. These crystals have simultaneously NLO, piezoelectric (PE),
and electro-optic (EO) properties. But a set of centrosymmertic (CS) and NCS hardness crystals are
more preferable for the creation of solid state lasers [3–5]. The number of NCS crystals with a suitable
set of properties is restricted because part of acentric crystals, among all crystalline structures, makes
up roughly ~16%, but part of crystals with desirable properties is less than 2% [7,8]. The set of oxide
compounds is the main part of natural minerals, and they are often useful in optoelectronics [2–6,9]. As
the number of simple and binary oxide crystals is also restricted, then the ternary and multicomponent
NCS oxide crystals are now the main source for the search of new promising NLO materials [10,11].
Over 137 years ago, a strong piezoelectric and ferroelectric crystal, the Rochelle salt, NaKC4H4O6·4H2O,
O OO then pyroelectric mineral, tourmaline (Na, Ca)(Mg, Al)6[B3Al3Si6(O, OH)30, and a moderate
piezoelectric α-quartz [3,12] were found. Since 1921, the number of known ferroelectric crystals has
been increasing continuously: KH2PO4 (1935), BaTiO3 (1945), KNbO3 (1951) and others [12,13]. In 1960
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the first solid state laser [4] was created, and then the second light harmonic generation was found in
α-quartz (NLO-effect) and in many NCS crystals [6].

Over 40 years ago, Chuangtian Chen proposed an anionic group theory for the NLO susceptibility,
and the Chen’s group succeeded in making a systematic elucidation of the structure-NLO-property
relation in many principal types of NCS oxide crystals (nitrites, phosphates, iodates, niobates, titanates,
tantalates), and that led to the development of a new borate series of ultraviolet (UV) materials [14–18].
Only in 2016 more than 100 contributions, in which many authors studied the synthesis and growth of
new borate crystals, their structure and properties [19], were published. Besides, 20 years ago, new
effective UV, NLO fluoride carbonate crystals, including K4Ln2(CO3)3F4 (Ln = Pr, Nd, Sm, Gd, Eu),
then CsPbCO3F and others [20–25], were found.

The excellent handbook on NLO-crystals was published in 2005 by David N. Nikogosyan [6].
The set of all oxide NLO-crystals was included in groups of basic, often-used, periodically poled,
newly developed and perspective, self-frequency-doubling, rarely used and archive crystals. The set
of NLO- and EO-oxide crystal properties is also presented and analyzed in books [26–28]. The set of all
acentric and other properties of NCS-crystals were presented in the collective handbook [29]. For the
last years, the properties and application of piezoelectric and ferroelectric crystals have been collected
in some papers and books [3,30–36].

But the first collection of NCS crystals and their fundamental interrelationship “structure-
property” is presented in the review paper of 1998 [10]. Now further systematization of more two
thousand acentric oxide crystals, with the aim of searching new promising piezoelectric (PE) and NLO
oxide crystals for optoelectronics, is necessary. Namely, it is necessary to take into account a more
thorough empirical interrelationship between NLO, PE, electro-optical (EO) properties, crystal point
symmetry, and crystal microstructure [11,37,38]. Such studies were carried out earlier, particularly,
in the series of our contributions [11,37–58]. It was shown that the oxide chemical bond lengths of
mainly compound components can be a certain criterion for the formation of NCS crystals among
many classes of chemical compounds: oxides, sulfides, selenides, tellurides, fluorides, bromides and
chlorides. Besides the fuzzy character of quantitative interrelationship “chemical bond length-value
of acentric property”, the upper boundary of these empiric correlations is, certainly, of complete
nonmonotonous character.

A repeated, more complete and extended analysis of this problem is required since there
are continuous publications of new experimental data. Therefore, a general table of the relation
“structure-set of acentric properties” for piezoelectric crystals and the key empiric interrelationship
“oxide bond length-structure-nonlinear optical susceptibility”, due to increasing lengths of anionic
and cationic oxide bonds [11,37–45,49–51,53–58], are presented in this paper. The weak-known
systematization of empiric interrelationship “property 1-property 2” between the NLO-, PE-,
EO-properties was also revised and plotted for the set of oxide crystals [57]. It is only, in this paper
that we mention the interrelationship between the hardness and melting temperature of oxide crystals,
which is also very interesting at the creation of solid state lasers, abrasive and other crystals for
optoelectronics [58]. Laser and NLO-elements are more stable if they are created from hard and
refractory materials [2,58].

2. Triad of the Interrelationship “Composition-Structure-Property”

2.1. General View

The understanding of qualitative and quantitative interrelationship between physico-chemical
properties of crystal compounds, their compositions and structures is the key approach to searching
and creating new crystalline materials [10,11,59]. For the establishment of quantitative correlations,
it is desirable to find the useful microstructure parameter which is connected with the other triad
characteristics. Such quaternion “composition-parameter-structure-property” is presented in Figure 1.
The parameter, structure and property depend on a compound composition and the applied technology.
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It was shown earlier that the chemical bond length of the main compound component, which is
dependent on the cationic and anionic radii [11,37–58,60,61], is the more useful informative parameter
for the acentric crystal systematization.
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the 32-point crystal symmetry, and there is a simple, full one-to-one correspondence between the 
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The acentric crystals include 21-point symmetry structures, among which only piezoelectric 
crystals are mainly used now at the creation of optoelectronic devices [2,3]. These crystals have 
20-point symmetry structures (Figure 2) [9,10,37,62]. They were also divided into 6 affine groups 
(vertical column) according to a specific combination of their acentric properties (Figure 2) [10,37]. 
There are four acentric properties: piezoelectricity, polarity, optical activity and enantiomorphism 
[10,37,61]. The set of piezoelectric crystals includes 10 polar (pyroelectric) and 10 nonpolar (pure 
piezoelectric) structures. Part of the polar crystals can be ferroelectrics. Each piezoelectric crystal 
has nonlinear optical (NLO) and electro-optical (EO) properties [37,62]. The crystals of the sixth 
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enantiomorphism and polarity. The nonpolar crystals of the fourth affine group have three acentric 
properties: piezoelectricity, optical activity and enantiomorphism. The crystals of the fifth affine 
group have two acentric properties: piezoelectricity and optical activity. So, the crystal of each 
selected affine group has a clearly determined, simple set of acentric properties. Besides, 20 
piezoelectric crystals can be divided into 7 horizontal lines according to the crystal system: higher 
(cubic), middle (hexagonal, tetragonal, rhombohedral) and lower (rhombic, monoclinic, triclinic 
(anorthic) (Figure 2). Consequently, the cubic crystals have one light refraction index; the 
hexagonal, tetragonal, rhombohedral–two refraction indexes, and the rhombic, monoclinic, 
triclinic–three refraction indexes.  
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2.2. Relationship “Structure-Property” for Piezoelectric Crystals

In accordance with the Neumann principle, the symmetry group of any physical property includes
all crystal point symmetry elements [11,37,62]. Consequently, the first essential characteristic of a
triad is the relation “structure-property”. The set of the properties is specified by the 32-point crystal
symmetry, and there is a simple, full one-to-one correspondence between the crystallographic structure
and a set of possible physical properties of crystals [10,37]. So, it is possible to create a full classification
of the crystals on this basis [10,37].

The acentric crystals include 21-point symmetry structures, among which only piezoelectric
crystals are mainly used now at the creation of optoelectronic devices [2,3]. These crystals have 20-point
symmetry structures (Figure 2) [9,10,37,62]. They were also divided into 6 affine groups (vertical
column) according to a specific combination of their acentric properties (Figure 2) [10,37]. There are four
acentric properties: piezoelectricity, polarity, optical activity and enantiomorphism [10,37,61]. The set
of piezoelectric crystals includes 10 polar (pyroelectric) and 10 nonpolar (pure piezoelectric) structures.
Part of the polar crystals can be ferroelectrics. Each piezoelectric crystal has nonlinear optical (NLO)
and electro-optical (EO) properties [37,62]. The crystals of the sixth affine group have only one acentric
property: piezoelectricity (NLO-, and EO). The crystals of the first affine group have two acentric
properties: piezoelectricity and polarity. The crystals of the second affine group have three acentric
properties: piezoelectricity, polarity and optical activity. The crystals of the third affine group have
all acentric properties: piezoelectricity, optical activity, enantiomorphism and polarity. The nonpolar
crystals of the fourth affine group have three acentric properties: piezoelectricity, optical activity and
enantiomorphism. The crystals of the fifth affine group have two acentric properties: piezoelectricity
and optical activity. So, the crystal of each selected affine group has a clearly determined, simple set of
acentric properties. Besides, 20 piezoelectric crystals can be divided into 7 horizontal lines according to
the crystal system: higher (cubic), middle (hexagonal, tetragonal, rhombohedral) and lower (rhombic,
monoclinic, triclinic (anorthic) (Figure 2). Consequently, the cubic crystals have one light refraction
index; the hexagonal, tetragonal, rhombohedral–two refraction indexes, and the rhombic, monoclinic,
triclinic–three refraction indexes.
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Figure 2. Table (scheme) of interrelationship “structure-property” for all piezoelectric crystals.

According to Aizu [37,63], the horizontal dashed stepped line defines the boundary between the
NCS ferroelastic (below, yellow) and paraelastic crystals (above, grey). The existence of ferromagnetic
(segneto-magnetic) properties among the polar crystals of the third affine group, polar structure Cs and
nonpolar ferromagnetic structures S4, C3h were also taken into account earlier in the general scheme
of relation “structure–property”. The CS crystals are also divided into two groups of ferroelastic
and nonferroelastic crystals, which are also divided into ferromagnetic (FM) and nonferromagnetic
subgroups [37].

Among the known acentric binary oxides, high prevalence is observed for some structures:
rhombic C2v (up to 25%), cubic Td (20%), then monoclinic Cs, rhombohedral C3v, tetragonal D2d,
rhombic D2, monoclinic, C2, and the very rare structures are C3h and C4 [37,42]. These distributions
are dependent on the nature of chemical bonds in different crystals and, consequently–on the classes
of chemical compounds [38–56].

So, further, we shall repeatedly discuss the empiric mutual comparison of the interrelationship
between the values of the main acentric properties: piezoelectric coefficient (d), nonlinear optical
susceptibility (χ(2)) and electro-optical coefficient (r) for binary and ternary oxide crystals [57].

3. Mutual Comparison of the Main Acentric Properties

3.1. General

The set of the main acentric properties (“χ(2)”, “r”, and “d”) has the same tensor representation
for crystals with a different point symmetry [2,12,13,37,62]. The quantitative relation between these
values can be presented as some defined analytical expression for the predetermined chemical classes
of materials [13]. Besides, electro-optical properties (r), such as, particularly, the nonlinear optical
process [64] was discussed. At present, an empirical rough estimation of nonlinear optical susceptibility
χ(2) for novel crystals by the laser-powder comparative method, using the known standard crystal
(Kurtz-Perry method) [65], is very useful But the estimation of other acentric properties is a more
laborious task [2,3,12,13]. So, the knowledge of the interrelationship between the values of the main
acentric properties is of the highest interest for acentric dielectronics, and it is very necessary for a full
characterization of functional crystalline materials both at the search of the most optimal materials and
at the creation of optoelectronic devices [2,3,13]. Indeed, if the NLO-susceptibility values are estimated,
then, further, the quantitative or qualitative knowledge about the corresponding piezoelectric and
electro-optic coefficient [2] values is necessary.
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The data on the acentric properties values is collected from reference books, both from
our and other papers containing many tabulated data about the interrelationship “composition–
structure-property” for oxide crystals [2,3,6,10–13,26–55,65–86]. These tabulated data are quite
sufficient; so, in the first approximation, the main acentric properties can be compared mutually.
Besides, these [2,3,31,33] have some information about many applications of the oxide crystals in
acousto-electronics and optoelectronics.

The empiric mutual interrelations of acentric properties have, as a rule, some or essential
data scattering, since they are related to different crystals, having various compositions, diverse
structure and compound chemical bonds. Nevertheless, the clear upper boundaries (envelope)
of such interrelations have always been plotted. Consequently, the more complete knowledge
about the indistinct correlations of such values is highly necessary for the prediction of possible
efficient optoelectronic devices [2,3]. Three examples of such analysis in the sequences of nonlinearity,
increasing in the plotted empiric dependences [57], are presented below.

3.2. Correlation between “Electro-Optical and Piezoelectric Properties”

The piezoelectric coefficient (d) values for the Rachel salt crystal equals 800–2300 pC/N, for
the PbTiO3 crystal-580 pC/N, for the BaTiO3 crystal-587 p/CN, for the Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-PbTiO3

crystal-2500 pC/N; the electro-optical coefficient for the KNbO3 crystal equals 450 pm/V, for the BaTiO3

crystal 1640 pm/V and for the Ba0.25Sr0.75Nb2O6 crystal 1410 pm/V [12,13,27–30,70–72]. Therefore,
the expression lgr = f(lgd) for the relation between the maximal “electro-optical and piezoelectric
coefficient” values, including 13 piezoelectric structures, is presented on the logarithmic scale in
Figure 3.
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increasing from some positive proportional values “lgd”, is roughly observed. The maximal values 
of “r”, and “d”, as rule, are related to polar ferroelectric structures (dark symbols) in Figure 3. The 
same linear correlation can be plotted here as for both the upper boundary and the lowest 
boundary of this set of data {lgr, lgd}, Figure 3, Line 4 and 3. Line 2 for the mean values of the data 
set is also very close to the straight line.  

Besides, it is necessary to note that the giant enhancement of some “acentric” property is 
observed, as rule, for a certain value of spontaneous polarization, piezoelectric, electro-optical, 
nonlinear optical susceptibility or the optical activity of oxide crystals [81,87–90]. The optical 
activity is increased for the crystals with the langasite structure [82,89]. Such giant enhancement can 
be stipulated by the cavity resonance effect in the nonlinear photonic crystals, by the 
cross-correlation between magnetic and electric properties (particularly in the BiFeO3 films [88]), by 

Figure 3. Correlation between the values “r” and “d” for binary and ternary oxide crystals. Line 1 is
the mean linear correlation, 2-close to linear, nonlinear quadric correlation. Data B–all data.

Here, in spite of the high point scattering, the simple linear correlation “lgd–lgr” with ”lgr”,
increasing from some positive proportional values “lgd”, is roughly observed. The maximal values of
“r”, and “d”, as rule, are related to polar ferroelectric structures (dark symbols) in Figure 3. The same
linear correlation can be plotted here as for both the upper boundary and the lowest boundary of this
set of data {lgr, lgd}, Figure 3, Line 4 and 3. Line 2 for the mean values of the data set is also very close
to the straight line.

Besides, it is necessary to note that the giant enhancement of some “acentric” property is observed,
as rule, for a certain value of spontaneous polarization, piezoelectric, electro-optical, nonlinear optical
susceptibility or the optical activity of oxide crystals [81,87–90]. The optical activity is increased for the
crystals with the langasite structure [82,89]. Such giant enhancement can be stipulated by the cavity
resonance effect in the nonlinear photonic crystals, by the cross-correlation between magnetic and
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electric properties (particularly in the BiFeO3 films [88]), by the second-order Jahn Teller effect, and by
the enhancement of piezoelectric property near the morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) [72–77].

3.3. Correlation between “Electro-Optical and Nonlinear Optical Properties”

The extreme relation between the maximal values of “electro-optical and nonlinear optical
coefficients”, which includes 16 piezoelectric structures, is presented in Figure 4. A clear maximum
of the upper envelope for the empirical formula of dependence “χ(2) = F(ln r)” at the values of
r = 15–30 pm/V is observed here. So, the interrelationship “electro-optical coefficient, lnr–NLO
susceptibility, χ(2)” is clearly related to the quadric dependence at the comparison with simple linear
expression “ln r–ln d” (line 1), Figures 3 and 4.
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Figure 4. Nonlinear correlation between the “r”, and “χ(2)” values for the fuzzy set of binary and
ternary oxide crystals. The line is the upper envelope for fuzzy point set {χ(2)–r}.

Despite the high data scattering, the extreme expression for the fuzzy dependence “r–χ(2)” is quite
reliable in the first approximation. The maximal values of “r”, and “χ(2)” are also related to crystals of
polar ferroelectric structures (Figures 3 and 4). Such extreme correlation is not discussed in the modern
theory of nonlinear optical and electro-optical properties of dielectric crystals [2,12,13].

3.4. Correlation between “Piezoelectric and Nonlinear Optical Properties”

The most nonlinear expression is observed in the empiric correlation between NLO- and
piezoelectric properties of oxide crystals (Figure 5). Here, the upper envelope of the weak fuzzy
empirical–formula dependence χ(2) = F(d) (B–spline line) is plotted for the set of simple and binary
oxides. This line has its maximum at some average “d” values. Here, at the plotting of B-spline line,
some points with a high level of values χ(2) > 53 pm/V for oxide crystals ZnTiO3, PbVO3, BiGaO3,
BiFeO3,β-LiNbWO6 are not taken into account because of the absence of their data on the piezoelectric
coefficient [68,76–79,84–86]. In Figure 5, the maximal values of χ(2) are plotted for oxide crystals PbVO3

(53 pm/V, C4v) [68], β-LiWNbO6 (χ(2) ≈ 70 pm/V, C3v) [78–89], and our estimation of the values χ(2)

for crystals ZnTiO3 (C3v) on the last Ps data [76] is also taken into account But, the higher χ(2)-level for
the B-spline line very well corresponds to the χ(2)-level of these points. Now the most giant nonlinear
optical coefficient d33 = 3401 pm/V is observed in the multiferroic BiFeO3 films due to the large
ferroelectric polarization (Ps = 100 µC/cm2) and coupling between magnetic and ferroelectric order
parameters [88].
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Figure 5. Clear nonlinear correlation between the fuzzy set “d” and χ(2) values for binary and ternary 
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cases of the crystalline lattice interaction with the electron crystalline subsystem. Namely, the 
nonlinear interrelationship of “electro-optical and nonlinear optical properties” (Figure 4) and also 
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extreme correlation has not been completely explained so far by the modern theory of nonlinear 
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Besides, the maximal values “d” are found now for crystals solid solutions
PbMg1.3Nb2/O3-BaTiO3 (2500 pC/N) [72–74]. But, the estimation of NLO-susceptibility χ(2)

in these crystals is very small (χ(2) < 3–4 pm/V) [72]. Further, the low values of χ(2) = 4.3 pm/V
for the crystal of Rochelle salt (potassium-sodium tartar, d ≈ 820–2300 pK/N)) [12] are taken into
account The right slope of D-spline line is formed also by points d = 1410 pC/N, χ(2) 3.9 pm/V for
Ba0.25Sr0.75Nb2O6 crystal (C4v), d = 587 pC/N, χ(2) 19.3 pm/V for BaTiO3 crystals (C4v), d = 580 pC/N,
χ(2) 42.8 pm/V for PbTiO3 crystals (C4v) [12,28,30,45,51].

Up to now, a direct linear relation between the values of more similar acentric properties is
expected. But real empiric correlations between nonlinear optical and electro-optical, or nonlinear
optical and piezoelectric properties are strong nonlinear (Figures 4 and 5), while the correlation of
piezoelectric and electro-optical properties is clearly linear (Figure 3). Besides, the low boundary of
correlation χ(2) = F(r) is close to the zero line, while the low boundary of correlation lgr = F(lgd) is
clearly linear and it does not equal zero. The revealed empiric interrelationships of acentric properties
for oxide crystals are stipulated by the taxonomy of their atomic structure on the crystalline lattice and
electronic subsystem, i.e., some acentric properties are predetermined mainly by the crystalline lattice,
others–by the electron crystalline subsystem [13,28,29]. But, there are some cases of the crystalline
lattice interaction with the electron crystalline subsystem. Namely, the nonlinear interrelationship of
“electro-optical and nonlinear optical properties” (Figure 4) and also “piezoelectric-nonlinear optical
properties” (Figure 5) are observed in the last case. Such clear extreme correlation has not been
completely explained so far by the modern theory of nonlinear optical and electro-optical properties of
dielectric crystals [2,12,13,28,29]. Besides, a more detailed theoretical analysis of the intrinsic localized
modes (“breathers”) in glasses and unharmonic (noncentrosymmetric) crystals is necessary now for
the expanded characterization of different optoelectronic materials [91].

4. Interrelationship “Fusibility-Hardness-Thermal Conductivity”

Hard oxide materials, including minerals, have many applications, such as abrasive, precious
stone, refractory, building and instrument-making materials [92–95]. Hardness is also the simplest
diagnostic property at mineral characterization [94]. At present, hard and refractory oxide crystals
are the main materials at the creation of power solid state laser systems [2,4]. For this purpose,
the crystalline laser elements must also be high heat-conducting materials [2,4,96]. Besides, many
oxide piezoelectric sensor and other materials must have their stable physical properties in a large
temperature interval [31]. So, the knowledge of the quantitative relation between the values of
melting temperature (Tm), hardness (Hs) and thermal conductivity (k) is necessary at the search and
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selection of different oxide crystals as laser or sensor elements [57]. There are still insufficient data
on “k” values [96]. Therefore, in this work, a mutual comparison of the empiric values of the melting
temperature, hardness, and thermal conductivity only for the crystals with the known “k” values is
carried out. But, further, the essentially more complete crystal oxide data set {Hs-Tm} can be compared
in detail, taking into account the crystal point symmetry (Figure 6) [58].
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Figure 6. Correlations: 1–“thermal conductivity (k)-melting temperature, Tm”. 2–“Hardness 
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Figure 6. Correlations: 1–“thermal conductivity (k)-melting temperature, Tm”. 2–“Hardness
Hs–melting temperature”. Hs–Mohs, k–W/m·K.

The initial data include the physical and structural properties values for many oxide nonlinear
optical and laser crystals, and minerals [2,4,6,30,58,92–97]. The fuzzy data set is collected from many
reference books for each oxide, as a rule, at room temperature [30,92–97]. In Figure 6 the {Hs-Tm},
{k-Tm}-correlations are established only for the crystals with the known “k “value.

Both correlations are similar, the non-monotonic function of the oxide melting temperature having
the same four clear main maxima and one shelf for the set {Hs-Tm}, lines 1–2 (Figure 6). Here at Tm

273 K, the Hs = 1.5 Mohs for the ice crystals is present, and the same point Hs–6 Mohs corresponds to
the ice measured temperature <213 K. It is seen that the most refractory oxides have not the highest
hardness and thermal conductivity. The most refractory oxide is mineral thorianite, ThO2, Tm = 3573 K
(Figure 6). The higher hardness level is equal to 9 Mohs, and it is observed for ~ten simple and binary
oxides having their melting temperature in an interval 1973–2843 K (AlTaO3, alumotantit, D2h–BeO,
C6v), and one binary oxide, zinc meta-borate, Zn4B6O13, Tm ≥ 1563 K [97,98]. The hardest simple
oxide is Cr2O3 (mineral eskolaite), Tm = 2573 K, Hs ~9.1). The point symmetry of the hardest oxides
is rhombic D3d, D2h or cubic Th. But the BeO crystal, mineral bromellite, is noncentrosymmetric
(NCS, C6v).

The {Hs-Tm}–interrelationship for the full set of oxide crystals with different centrosymmetric
(CS) and noncentrosymmetric (NCS) polar structures is presented in Figure 7. It is clearly seen that
such representation of the function, Hs = F(Tm) is indistinct, and the {Hs-Tm} set is fuzzy. But this set
has a well-defined boundary. Namely, the external boundary of the set is restricted with a seven side
polygon (Figure 7). The initial point of lines 1, 7 is the melting temperature of oxygen O2, Tm = 54.8
K, while the last point (intersection of line 4–5) is ThO2, mineral thorianite, Tm = 3573 K (Figure 7).
The function Hs = F(Tm) has a “shelf” at hardness, Hs ≈ 9 in the interval from the melting temperature
Zn4B6O13, Tm ≥ 1563 up to 2843 K (BeO) (line 3, Figure 7). In Figure 7 all red points designate the
NCS polar ferroelastic oxide phases (No. 2–8), and magenta-points-NCS polar and the nonpolar
paraelastic phases.
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Figure 7. Full fuzzy set of {Hs-Tm} for NCS polar (point 1–8), and CS (point 9–16, 19) oxide crystals. 
1-С6v, 2-С4v, 3-С3v, 4-С2v, 5-Сs, 6-С6, 7-С2, 8-С1, 9-D4h, 10-D3d, 11-D2h, 12-С3i, 13-С2h, 14-Oh, 15-Th, 16-C4h, 
19-D6h, 17-18-Td, Zn4B6O13.  

In Figure 7, the CS-ferroelastic phases are designated in navy color, and the paraelastic 
phases–with dark cyan points. The stroke-dotted magenta-line connects the points of BeO and O2, 
and this line is approximately a linear fit for the points of NCS oxides. It is seen that lines 1–4 form a 
convex boundary, while lines 5–7 form a convexo-concave boundary. It is also seen that NCS oxides 
are found inside the polygon along line 12, while CS oxides are found inside the polygon and on its 
boundary. The point for the crystals at “−60 °C” forms the angle from lines 1–2. All the set of oxides 
is divided with internal lines 8–11 into parts: A, B, C, D, and E. All hardest oxide crystals, having Hs 
= 7.5–9.1, lie in region A. The laser oxide crystals, having the granate-like structure Oh, Hs = 7.5, for 
example Y3AL5O12 (YAG), are found in line 8. The oxides, lying on side 3, are the hardest crystals 
having Hs = 8.5–9.1 (BeO, Sc2O3, Al2O3, Ga2O3, Y2O3, Cr2O3, Lu2O3, Gd2O3 and other Rz2O2 (Rz 
−rare–earth element).  

These simple oxides form many other binary oxide crystals having Hs = 8.5–9: BeAl2O4, 
BeGa2O4, AlGaO3, YAlO3, YGaO3, ScAlO3, and so on. The point symmetry of these crystals is 
rhombic (D2h), trigonal (D3d) or cubic Th, Oh. These crystals have mixed ionic-covalent chemical 
bonds [95]. The oxide crystal with Hs = 6–7.5 lies in region B. Here, some oxides have also mixed 
chemical bonds: e.g., oxides TeO2, Tl2O3, Bi2O3 have not only “metal-oxygen” bonds, but also 
intermetallic bonds “Te-Te”, “Tl–Tl”, “Bi-Bi”. The crystals having average Hs ~ 3–6 values lie in 
region C. In line 9, the ice crystal (H2O) at “−60 °C” with Hs = 6 Mohs is found, while, near the 
melting temperature, the ice crystal has Hs ~ 1. In solid ice, ions H+1 and O−2 form strong covalent 
bonds of both moderate hydrogen bonds. Besides, many oxide crystals have ionic chemical bonds 
in this region. The oxide crystals, lying in region D, have weak chemical bonds, e.g., 
crystal-hydrates, ADP and others. The oxide crystals, lying in region E, have the least stable 
chemical bonds, which form molecular crystalline lattices. Many organic crystals are found here. 

The local maximum “k” at 925 K corresponds to the monoclinic (C2) crystals of U2O3 (k = 28 
W/m∙K), and at Tm = 3573 K–cubic crystals of MgO, mineral periclas (k = 60 W/m∙K). The values of k 
are equal to 40 ÷ 50 W/m∙K for the trigonal crystals of Cr2O3, Al2O3 and the oxides of rare-earth 
elements (Rz2O3) [58,96]. Besides, the thermal conductivity of BeO crystals is greater by an order of 
magnitude than this value for other oxides (Figure 7, curve 1). This value is compared to k values 
for some nonoxide crystals: silicon carbide, diamond (Hs = 10, k = 1000 W/m∙K, Tm ≈ 4000 K) and 
also for copper.  

Figure 7. Full fuzzy set of {Hs-Tm} for NCS polar (point 1–8), and CS (point 9–16, 19) oxide crystals.
1-C6v, 2-C4v, 3-C3v, 4-C2v, 5-Cs, 6-C6, 7-C2, 8-C1, 9-D4h, 10-D3d, 11-D2h, 12-C3i, 13-C2h, 14-Oh, 15-Th,
16-C4h, 19-D6h, 17-18-Td, Zn4B6O13.

In Figure 7, the CS-ferroelastic phases are designated in navy color, and the paraelastic
phases–with dark cyan points. The stroke-dotted magenta-line connects the points of BeO and
O2, and this line is approximately a linear fit for the points of NCS oxides. It is seen that lines 1–4
form a convex boundary, while lines 5–7 form a convexo-concave boundary. It is also seen that NCS
oxides are found inside the polygon along line 12, while CS oxides are found inside the polygon and
on its boundary. The point for the crystals at “−60 ◦C” forms the angle from lines 1–2. All the set
of oxides is divided with internal lines 8–11 into parts: A, B, C, D, and E. All hardest oxide crystals,
having Hs = 7.5–9.1, lie in region A. The laser oxide crystals, having the granate-like structure Oh,
Hs = 7.5, for example Y3AL5O12 (YAG), are found in line 8. The oxides, lying on side 3, are the hardest
crystals having Hs = 8.5–9.1 (BeO, Sc2O3, Al2O3, Ga2O3, Y2O3, Cr2O3, Lu2O3, Gd2O3 and other Rz2O2

(Rz −rare–earth element).
These simple oxides form many other binary oxide crystals having Hs = 8.5–9: BeAl2O4, BeGa2O4,

AlGaO3, YAlO3, YGaO3, ScAlO3, and so on. The point symmetry of these crystals is rhombic (D2h),
trigonal (D3d) or cubic Th, Oh. These crystals have mixed ionic-covalent chemical bonds [95]. The oxide
crystal with Hs = 6–7.5 lies in region B. Here, some oxides have also mixed chemical bonds: e.g., oxides
TeO2, Tl2O3, Bi2O3 have not only “metal-oxygen” bonds, but also intermetallic bonds “Te-Te”, “Tl–Tl”,
“Bi-Bi”. The crystals having average Hs ~3–6 values lie in region C. In line 9, the ice crystal (H2O) at
“−60 ◦C” with Hs = 6 Mohs is found, while, near the melting temperature, the ice crystal has Hs ~1.
In solid ice, ions H+1 and O−2 form strong covalent bonds of both moderate hydrogen bonds. Besides,
many oxide crystals have ionic chemical bonds in this region. The oxide crystals, lying in region
D, have weak chemical bonds, e.g., crystal-hydrates, ADP and others. The oxide crystals, lying in
region E, have the least stable chemical bonds, which form molecular crystalline lattices. Many organic
crystals are found here.

The local maximum “k” at 925 K corresponds to the monoclinic (C2) crystals of U2O3

(k = 28 W/m·K), and at Tm = 3573 K–cubic crystals of MgO, mineral periclas (k = 60 W/m·K).
The values of k are equal to 40 ÷ 50 W/m·K for the trigonal crystals of Cr2O3, Al2O3 and the oxides of
rare-earth elements (Rz2O3) [58,96]. Besides, the thermal conductivity of BeO crystals is greater by an
order of magnitude than this value for other oxides (Figure 7, curve 1). This value is compared to k
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values for some nonoxide crystals: silicon carbide, diamond (Hs = 10, k = 1000 W/m·K, Tm ≈ 4000 K)
and also for copper.

So, the crystal phase properties are determined by the nature of chemical bonds, and the
interrelationship between these properties is of multifactor character [2,12,13,29,58]. Therefore,
the correlation between two physical properties is always a fuzzy function and the sets of
{Hs-Tm}, {k–Tm) are also fuzzy. Nevertheless, the knowledge of the boundary of fuzzy sets
is useful for these sets taxonomy. Besides, a more detailed understanding of interrelationship
“composition-structure–property” is needed for the development of modern material science and
mineralogy [1,12,13]. The suggested analysis of interrelationship {Hs-Tm}, {k–Tm) can be further
expanded at the accumulation of new data about crystal properties.

The unique hard binary oxide crystal is zinc metaborate, Zn4B6O13 (cubic structure-Td) [98].
Its hardness (Hs) equals ≥ 9 Mohs [99], or Hs ≥ 7 [98,100], the melting temperature = 1272–1290 K,
the thermal conductivity coefficient k = 30.54 w·m−1·K−1 [98,100]. But a sharp dependence of the
Zn4B6O13 melting temperature Tm on chemical composition is observed. The true melting temperature
is still more than 1200 ◦C on our data, because the Zn4B6O13 powder does not sinter at 1200 ◦C. This
crystal is perspective for many investigations and applications in thermo-physics, microelectronics
and optoelectronics [2–4,96–98]. Particularly, the perfect Zn4B6O13 crystal growth can allow obtaining
new oxide lasers, abrasive, precious stone materials.

The suggested analysis of interrelationship {Hs-Tm}, {k–Tm) can be further expanded by the
accumulation of new data for new crystal properties.

5. Interrelationship “Composition- Tructure–Oxide Bond Length-NLO-Susceptibility” for Binary
Oxide Crystals

Earlier, in some contributions, we carried out such study of the empirical relation “oxide bond
length–structure-NLO property” for binary oxide crystals, since it is the simplest and essential version
in the following understanding of the problem [38,42,43]. For this goal, a data set on the structure,
oxide bond lengths and NLO susceptibility about >720 NCS binary oxide crystals, for which the crystal
structure had been refined by the experimental methods of X-ray and neutron analysis (Supplementary
information, Table S1), was compiled. The chemical composition of binary oxides can be described by
formulas MnMmOt, MnEmOt or EnEmOt, in which cation types E and M are defined by the relation
~120 pm <L(E–O) ≤ ~202 pm < L(M–O). At computer plotting, formulas MmMnOt, MmEnOt or EmEnOt

are also taken into account to obtain a symmetric figure. All the figure plotting was carried out using
the original computer program, version 6.1, according to the tabulated data (Supplementary Materials).
The most part of this compound list does not contain the data on many “acentric” properties. Therefore,
at plotting correlation ”composition-structure-oxide bond length”, the crystal symbols are designated,
as a rule, in different colors for measurable and non-measurable “acentric” crystal properties, and
also for paraelastic or ferroelastic crystals. Besides, the filled or empty symbol is also for designating
different structures, and the symbol view also takes in into account a crystal system from the cubic to
triclinic symmetry (Syngonie).

First of all, in Figure 8, the rosettes of two ellipses of acentricity are plotted on the plane of
oxide bond lengths L(E–O) − L(M–O) for piezoelectric binary oxide crystals, having measurable
NLO-susceptibility χ(2). The minimal values of χ(2) > 0.01/0.05 pm/V are estimated, as a rule, by
the Kurtz-Perry method [65]. This data set includes all 20 piezoelectric structures, which contain
the crystals of all 6 affine groups, having also measurable piezoelectric and electro-optical properties
Figure 8 [2,3,38,42,43]. Points 1–2, 6–7 are for designating polar paraelastic crystals (magentic color),
points 3–5, 8–10 designate polar ferro–elastic crystals (red color).
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Figure 8. Ellipses of “acentricity” for piezoelectric binary oxide crystals with measurable NLO 
susceptibility χ(2): 1-С6v; 2-С4v; 3-C3v; 4-С2v; 5-Сs; 6-С6; 7-C4; 8-С3; 9-C2; 10-C1; 11-T; 12-D6; 13-D4; 14-D3; 
15-D2; 16-D2d; 17-S4; 18-Td; 19-D3h; 20-C3h. 

All points 1–10 are for designating polar pyro-electric crystals. Points 11–12 designate nonpolar 
para-elastic crystals (dark cyan color), points 13–16 designate nonpolar ferroelastic crystals (navy 
color), points 17–20 designate nonpolar paraelastic crystals (dark cyan color). 

The ellipse rosette contains the intersecting part of two ellipses (I, II), or “onion”, which is 
divided into a round part (circle 1) and a curvilinear triangle near the upper parts of onion 6. The 
upper part of the ellipses, which is empty and does not contain binary oxide crystals with the 
measurable acentric properties so far, is designated by circles 2–3. The central part of the ellipse is 
divided into left and right regions with subfields 4 and 5. The left part of ellipses I and the lower 
part of ellipses II in Figure 8 contain the crystals of nitrites, nitrates, carbonates, borates, chlorates 
and phosphates with weak, moderate, or average NLO properties (subfields 4: Zn4O(BO2)6, Td, χ(2) ~ 
0.22-pm/V; Ba2B10O17, C1, χ(2) > 0.2 pm/V; BiB8O13, C2, χ(2) > 0.6 pm/V; PbB4O7, C2v, χ(2) = 3,2 pm/V, 
BiB3O6, C2, χ(2) = 3,2-pm/V, γ-LiBO2, D2d, χ(2) = 6.3 pm/V (Supplementary information, Table 1).  

The right parts of ellipses I and the upper parts of ellipses II contain the noncentrosymmetric 
crystals of simple silicates, bromates, selenates, formates, vanadites, molibdates, wolframates, 
iodates, niobates, titanates. aluminates, tantalates, gallates with weak, moderate, average or high 
NLO-properties (subfields 5, and 6) (subfields 5, 6: β-TeO2, D4, χ(2) = 0.4 pm/V; Bi4Ge3O12, Td, χ(2) = 
1.46 pm/V; DyTa7O19, D3h, χ(2) = 2.1 pm/V; Tl2MoO4, C2, χ(2) = 5.5 pm/V; TeSeO4, Cs, χ(2) = 8 pm/V; 
α-LiIO3, C6, χ(2) = 13.7 pm/V; Ca2Nb2O7, C2v, χ(2) = 15 pm/V; KNbO3, C2v, χ(2) = 20.1 pm/V; KIO3, C3v, 
χ(2) = 20.1 pm/V; LiNbO3, C3v, χ(2) = 40.7 pm/V; PbTiO3, C4v, χ(2) = 42.7 pm/V; PbVO3, C4v, χ(2) = 53.7 
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All points 1–10 are for designating polar pyro-electric crystals. Points 11–12 designate nonpolar
para-elastic crystals (dark cyan color), points 13–16 designate nonpolar ferroelastic crystals (navy
color), points 17–20 designate nonpolar paraelastic crystals (dark cyan color).

The ellipse rosette contains the intersecting part of two ellipses (I, II), or “onion”, which is divided
into a round part (circle 1) and a curvilinear triangle near the upper parts of onion 6. The upper
part of the ellipses, which is empty and does not contain binary oxide crystals with the measurable
acentric properties so far, is designated by circles 2–3. The central part of the ellipse is divided into
left and right regions with subfields 4 and 5. The left part of ellipses I and the lower part of ellipses
II in Figure 8 contain the crystals of nitrites, nitrates, carbonates, borates, chlorates and phosphates
with weak, moderate, or average NLO properties (subfields 4: Zn4O(BO2)6, Td, χ(2) ~0.22-pm/V;
Ba2B10O17, C1, χ(2) > 0.2 pm/V; BiB8O13, C2, χ(2) > 0.6 pm/V; PbB4O7, C2v, χ(2) = 3.2 pm/V, BiB3O6,
C2, χ(2) = 3.2-pm/V, γ-LiBO2, D2d, χ(2) = 6.3 pm/V (Supplementary information, Table S1).

The right parts of ellipses I and the upper parts of ellipses II contain the noncentrosymmetric
crystals of simple silicates, bromates, selenates, formates, vanadites, molibdates, wolframates,
iodates, niobates, titanates. aluminates, tantalates, gallates with weak, moderate, average or high
NLO-properties (subfields 5, and 6) (subfields 5, 6: β-TeO2, D4, χ(2) = 0.4 pm/V; Bi4Ge3O12, Td,
χ(2) = 1.46 pm/V; DyTa7O19, D3h, χ(2) = 2.1 pm/V; Tl2MoO4, C2, χ(2) = 5.5 pm/V; TeSeO4, Cs,
χ(2) = 8 pm/V; α-LiIO3, C6, χ(2) = 13.7 pm/V; Ca2Nb2O7, C2v, χ(2) = 15 pm/V; KNbO3, C2v,
χ(2) = 20.1 pm/V; KIO3, C3v, χ(2) = 20.1 pm/V; LiNbO3, C3v, χ(2) = 40.7 pm/V; PbTiO3, C4v,
χ(2) = 42.7 pm/V; PbVO3, C4v, χ(2) = 53.7 pm/V (Supplementary Materials, Table S1). According
to the theoretical and experimental estimation in region 5, the giant resonance NLO–susceptibility
χ(2) for the multiferroic BiFeO3 films |d22| is equal to 298.4 pm/V [86,88,90]. It is clearly seen that, in
circled region 1, the nonpolar trigonal D3 crystals are only positioned, while these crystals are rare in
other regions.

So, the main conclusion from the presented empirical data is a clear absence of crystals with any
measurable piezoelectric, nonlinear optical, and electro-optical properties, being out of “acentricity”
ellipses (Figure 8), while there are some NCS crystals in this region determined by the X-ray
crystallographic analysis (Supplementary Materials, Table S1) [38,42,43]. Namely, all piezoelectric
crystals, having measurable NLO-susceptibility χ(2), are positioned only inside the rosette of two
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ellipses (Figure 8). This simple requirement is not taken into account in [101,102]. Therefore, the
predictions of some authors for any “acentric” property for such crystals are not sufficiently correct.

Further on, for the comparison of different crystal groups, all acentricity ellipses for the I–VI
affine groups of binary oxide crystals (Figures 9–14) are plotted in a consecutive order. Here, in circles
2–3, some crystals with the non-measurable, or weak acentric properties are sometimes positioned,
and only crystals with the “nonmeasurable” acentric properties are observed out of ellipses. On the
coordinate plane, the relative position of the crystals with measurable “acentric” properties is the
same as in Figure 8 inside the ellipses of “acentricity”. But the crystals with nonmeasurable or with
nonestimated “acentric” properties are positioned mainly inside two ellipses, and some location of
the crystal with identical structures is observed in designated regions 1–6. For example, the crystals
with structures C6v are positioned in circle 1, region 6. The crystals with structures C2v are positioned
mainly near “onion” regions 4–5 (Figure 10), while the crystals with structures Cs are observed here
in circle 1 and, near this circle, in regions 4. The crystals with structures C1, C2, C3 are positioned
mainly inside circle 1, region 6 and near, in the central parts of regions 4–5 (Figure 11). The crystals
with structures D6, D3 are positioned mainly inside circle 1, and the structures D3 are also observed
near, in the central parts of regions 4–5 (Figure 12). The crystals with structures D2d, S4 are positioned
mainly in the central parts of regions 4–5 and 6 (Figure 13). The crystals with structures Td, D3h are
positioned mainly in all regions 4–5 (Figure 14). Circle 1 is empty here. So, there are some problems of
“acentric” properties prediction for many oxide crystals which are positioned in the ellipses rosette.
But many oxide crystals, positioned inside the ellipses, have also values of “acentric” properties with
the level close to zero (Supplementary Materials, Table S1).

Since the values of “acentric” properties are essentially dependent on the size and structure of
anions and anionic groups [14,59,60], it is necessary to plot such correlation, χ(2) = f(L(E–O)) for the
whole set of the binary oxide crystals (Figure 15). Here, the comparison of piezoelectric crystals,
according to interrelation” oxide bond length–NLO susceptibility”, is carried out (χ(2) = f(L(E–O)).
This function is fuzzy, but its upper envelope is nonmonotonic, having a slope maximum at L(E–O)
~146 pm inside the interval 134 < L(EO) < 150 pm, and three clear maxima at 166, 180 and 188 pm. It
was shown that this circumstance is predetermined by the clear taxonomy of simple oxides on two
types with σ–, and π–oxide bonds [14,38,42,43]. This clear taxonomy is observed also for the ternary
crystals. Namely, the crystals of nitrites, nitrates, carbonates, borates, sulfates, phosphates, silicates
have their π–oxide bonds in the anionic complex [103].
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Figure 9. Ellipses of “acentricity” for piezoelectric binary oxide crystals of the first affine group. 
Crystals with nonmeasurable acentric properties 1-С6v; 2-С4v; 3-C3v. Crystals with measurable 
acentric properties 4-С6v; 5-С4v; 6-C3v. 

Figure 9. Ellipses of “acentricity” for piezoelectric binary oxide crystals of the first affine group.
Crystals with nonmeasurable acentric properties 1-C6v; 2-C4v; 3-C3v. Crystals with measurable acentric
properties 4-C6v; 5-C4v; 6-C3v.
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properties; 3-С2v; 4-Сs.  
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Figure 11. Ellipses of “acentricity” for the piezoelectric binary oxide crystals of affine group III: 
Crystals with measurable acentric properties: 1-С6; 2-С4; 3-C3; 4-С2; 5-С1. Crystals with 
nonmeasurable acentric properties: 6-С6; 7-C4; 8-С3; 9-C2; 10-C1.  

So, for the set of the binary oxide crystals in the interval 124 < L(E–O) < 161 pm, the oxide 
compounds of nitrites, nitrates, carbonates, borates, sulfates, phosphates, silicates with π–oxide 
bonds, Figure 15 [9] are positioned. In the interval 161 < L(E–O) < 202 pm, the oxide compounds of 
chromates, arsenates, vanadates, vanadites, germanates, molybdates, tungstates, iodates, niobates, 
titanates, tantalates, zincates, zirconates, hafnates crystals the σ–oxide bonds are positioned.  

Figure 10. Ellipses of “acentricity” for the piezoelectric binary oxide crystals of affine group II. Crystals
with measurable acentric properties: 1-C2v; 2-Cs. Crystals with nonmeasurable acentric properties;
3-C2v; 4-Cs.
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Figure 11. Ellipses of “acentricity” for the piezoelectric binary oxide crystals of affine group III: 
Crystals with measurable acentric properties: 1-С6; 2-С4; 3-C3; 4-С2; 5-С1. Crystals with 
nonmeasurable acentric properties: 6-С6; 7-C4; 8-С3; 9-C2; 10-C1.  

So, for the set of the binary oxide crystals in the interval 124 < L(E–O) < 161 pm, the oxide 
compounds of nitrites, nitrates, carbonates, borates, sulfates, phosphates, silicates with π–oxide 
bonds, Figure 15 [9] are positioned. In the interval 161 < L(E–O) < 202 pm, the oxide compounds of 
chromates, arsenates, vanadates, vanadites, germanates, molybdates, tungstates, iodates, niobates, 
titanates, tantalates, zincates, zirconates, hafnates crystals the σ–oxide bonds are positioned.  

Figure 11. Ellipses of “acentricity” for the piezoelectric binary oxide crystals of affine group III: Crystals
with measurable acentric properties: 1-C6; 2-C4; 3-C3; 4-C2; 5-C1. Crystals with nonmeasurable acentric
properties: 6-C6; 7-C4; 8-C3; 9-C2; 10-C1.

So, for the set of the binary oxide crystals in the interval 124 < L(E–O) < 161 pm, the oxide
compounds of nitrites, nitrates, carbonates, borates, sulfates, phosphates, silicates with π–oxide bonds,
Figure 15 [9] are positioned. In the interval 161 < L(E–O) < 202 pm, the oxide compounds of chromates,
arsenates, vanadates, vanadites, germanates, molybdates, tungstates, iodates, niobates, titanates,
tantalates, zincates, zirconates, hafnates crystals the σ–oxide bonds are positioned.
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Figure 13. Ellipses of “acentricity”» for the piezoelectric binary oxide crystals of affine group V. 
Crystals with nonmeasurable acentric properties: 1-D2d; 2-S4. Crystals with measurable acentric 
properties: 3-D2d; 4-S4.  

Figure 12. Ellipses of “acentricity” for the piezoelectric binary oxide crystals of affine group IV. Crystals
with measurable acentric properties: 1-T; 2-D6; 3-D4; 4-D3; 5-D2. Crystals with nonmeasurable acentric
properties: 6-T; 7-D6; 8-D4; 9-D3; 10-D2.
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Figure 13. Ellipses of “acentricity” for the piezoelectric binary oxide crystals of affine group V. Crystals
with nonmeasurable acentric properties: 1-D2d; 2-S4. Crystals with measurable acentric properties:
3-D2d; 4-S4.
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But the next sharp maximum is observed at L(E–O) = 166 pm for vanadite crystals (PbVO3, C4v), at 
L(E–O) = 180 pm—for niobate crystals (LiNbO3, C3v) and at L(E–O) = 188 pm for the titanate crystals 
(PbTiO3, C4v), having σ-oxide bonds.  

So, according to the oxide bond length, the binary oxides are divided into three main taxa: (1) 
~120 < L(E-O) < 161 pm, acentric oxide crystals with π–oxide bonds; (2) ~161 < L(E–O) < 202 pm, 
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Among crystals with π–oxide bonds, the sloping maximum of χ(2) is observed for borate crystals
(χ(2) = 6.3 pm/v, γ-LiBO2, D2d, Li2B4O7 (C4v), BiB3O6 (C2), and PbB4O7 (C2v), χ(2) ≈ 3.2 pm/V).
But the next sharp maximum is observed at L(E–O) = 166 pm for vanadite crystals (PbVO3, C4v), at
L(E–O) = 180 pm—for niobate crystals (LiNbO3, C3v) and at L(E–O) = 188 pm for the titanate crystals
(PbTiO3, C4v), having σ-oxide bonds.

So, according to the oxide bond length, the binary oxides are divided into three main taxa:
(1) ~120 < L(E-O) < 161 pm, acentric oxide crystals with π–oxide bonds; (2) ~161 < L(E–O) < 202 pm,
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acentric oxide crystals with σ–oxide bonds; (3) L(M1/M2–O) > 202 pm, only centrosymmetric,
nonpiezoelectric oxide crystals.

The similar fuzzy and nonmonotonous dependences of interrelation “sulfide (selenide) bond
length–NLO susceptibility” are observed for piezoelectric sulfide (selenide) crystals (χ(2) = f(L(E–S)) [41]
and also for telluride crystals [48].

Further, the more complex interrelation “composition-oxide bond length –structure–NLO-
susceptibility” can be analyzed for the crystals of ternary oxide compounds: simple and binary
borates and carbonates.

6. Interrelationship “Composition–Structure–Oxide Bond Length–NLO Susceptibility” for
Simple and Binary Borate Crystals

Earlier, in our contributions, the key empiric interrelationship “composition–oxide bond
length–structure” was particularly discussed for many binary and ternary oxide crystals: carbonates,
borates, phosphates, silicates, germanates, vanadates, molybdates, wolframates, iodates, niobates,
titanates, tantalates, zincates [11,39,40,42,43,45,49–51,53–56]. In reference book [6], β-BaB2O4,
LiB3O5, LiNbO3, KTiOPO4 were mentioned among basic NLO crystals and among often–used NLO
crystals–KH2PO4. NH4H2PO4, KDPO4, CsLiB6O10, MgO: LiNbO3, KTiOAsO4, KNbO3, and among
perspective crystals—8 simple and binary borates, and two fluoride borates. Besides, there are 9
borates among self–frequency–doubling laser crystals. For the last ten years, the number of new
borate crystals has been appreciably increased, and many new borate-carbonate crystals have been
grown [103–130]. Therefore, the key empiric interrelationship “oxide bond length–structure–nonlinear
optical susceptibility” for simple and binary borate and carbonate crystals will be discussed further.

Besides moderate nonlinear optical (NLO) susceptibility χ(2), acentric borate crystals are
widely used in optoelectronics for the efficient optical frequency conversion in the visible and
ultraviolet (UV) spectral ranges, and the creation of self-frequency-doubling lasers because of
their high transparency and high optical damage threshold [4–6,14–19,56,66,67,103–130]. More
220 simple and binary acentric borate crystals, including new complex borate-carbonate, borate-nitrate,
borate–acetate, hydroxyl–borate, borate–sulfate, borate–phosphate, borate–silicate, borate–fluoride,
and other compounds with several different cations or anions [14–17,56,103–130] are currently known.
Such crystals are also transparent in the UV range, and new borate–formate and borate–tartrate crystals
can be synthesized in the nearest future.

Any materials must have a set of some definite properties to be used at the creation of
optoelectronic devices. Therefore, a predictable list of the known and potential perspective crystals
must be preliminarily compiled for selecting complex borate compounds and the crystals which
are promising for high “acentric” and other properties. For this purpose, oxide bond lengths are a
useful informative parameter of the main compound components. Consequently, the full data set
of composition, structure and NLO susceptibility is compiled for borate crystals and presented in
Table S2 (Supplementary information). Here, the chemical composition of binary borate crystals can
be described by formulas MnMmBpOt, MnEmBpOt, or EnEmBpOt, where B–O designates the bond
“boron–oxygen”, and cation types E and M are defined by the relation ~120 < L(E–O) ≤ ~202 pm <
L(M–O). At computer plotting, the rosettes of three ellipses of acentricity are obtained on the plane of
oxide bond lengths L(E–O)–L(M–O) for piezoelectric binary oxide crystals, and formulas MmMnBpOt,
MmEnBpOt or EmEnBpOt are also taken into account for the formation of a symmetric figure. These
data include all 20 piezoelectric structures of complex borates, having both σ– and π–oxide bonds
(table). Two oxide bonds L(M–O), and L(E–O) are taken into account for plotting the ”acentricity”
ellipses of borate crystals.

Ii is seen that the set of the data on relation “oxide bond length–polar crystal structure”
are positioned inside the vertical, horizontal and slope intersected ellipses of “acentricity”
(I-III) (Figure 16). Here, the ellipse rosette contains also the intersecting part of two ellipses
(I, II), or “onion”, which is divided into a round part (circle 3) and a curvilinear triangle
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near the upper parts of the onion. The upper parts of ellipses are also designated by circles
4–5, which are empty and do not contain binary borate crystals with the measurable acentric
properties so far. The central part of ellipses I-II is divided into the left and right regions
with subfields 1 and 2. The left part of ellipses I and the lower part of ellipses II in
Figure 16 contain the crystals of borate–nitrites, borate–nitrates, borate–carbonates, borate–tartrates,
borate–acetates, borate–formates, hydroxyl–borates, borate –sulfates and borate–phosphates with
weak, moderate or average NLO-properties. The right part of ellipses I and the lower part of
ellipses II in Figure 16 contain the crystals of borate–silicates, borate–selenates, borate–germanates,
borate–vanadates, borate–arsenates, borate–molybdates, borate–wolframates, borate–iodates,
borate–niobates, borate–titanates. borate–aluminates, borate–tantalates and borate–gallates. Besides,
the subsidiary ellipses IV and V have been added for a more exact plotting of the ellipses set
and the division of the field of NCS crystals by the ellipses axes, and by the borders into some
characteristic regions and subfields (17) containing crystals with different structures and different
χ(2)–levels: MnMmBpOt (region 5–7), MnEmBpOt (region 1–2), EnEmBpOt (region 3). Region 7 is
formed as a curvilinear rhomb and, in this region, the polar binary borate crystal Pb0.7Ba 0.3B4O7

has its maximum χ(2) = 5.1 pm/V. In region 1 the Pb2(BO3)(NO3) polar crystal (C6v) has its maximal
NLO susceptibility χ(2) = 2.4 pm/V, while, in region 2, the Ba3Ti3O6(BO3)2 nonpolar crystal has its
maximum χ(2) = 28 pm/V (D3h), the γ-LiBO2 crystal has χ(2) = 6.3 pm/V and for the KNbB2O6 crystal
χ(2) = 6.1 pm/V.
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Figure 16. The set of simple and binary polar NLO–borate crystals on the coordinate plane of the 
shortest chemical bonds L(M–O), and L(E–O). Here: 1-C 6v, 2-С4v; 3-С3v; 4-С2v; 5-Сs; 6-С6; 7-С4, 8-С3; 
9-С2; 10-С1. 

The same data set for the nonpolar borate crystals is presented in Figure 17, and three 
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T).  

The interrelation “oxide bond length—NLO susceptibility” can be seen clearer from the 
function χ(2) = f[(B–O)] for simple and binary borate crystals. This general fuzzy dependence of NLO 
susceptibility, χ(2) on oxide bond length is presented in Figure 18. But, its upper envelope is 
nonmonotonous, and there are two clear maximum a at L(B–O) = 136 and 148 pm. The very sharp 
maximum at L(B–O) = 136 pm corresponds to the borate–titanate crystal, Ba3Ti3O6(BO3)2 with 
σ–Ti–O bonds, and several crystals are positioned at L(B–O) 133/138 pm with the noticeable level of 
χ(2) = 4/6 pm/V (some of borate-niobates with the С2v symmetry and Bi3TeBO9, C6).  

Figure 16. The set of simple and binary polar NLO–borate crystals on the coordinate plane of the
shortest chemical bonds L(M–O), and L(E–O). Here: 1-C 6v, 2-C4v; 3-C3v; 4-C2v; 5-Cs; 6-C6; 7-C4, 8-C3;
9-C2; 10-C1.

The same data set for the nonpolar borate crystals is presented in Figure 17, and three acentricity
ellipses of I–III are also formed. It is evident now that this data set is not full, and some empty and
incomplete regions (4–5) are observed along the ellipses edges in Figures 16 and 17. The simple
borate crystals are positioned along the axis of ellipse III (Li2B4O7 (C4v), β-BaB2O4 (C3v), SrB4O7 (C2v),
PbB4O7 (C2v), BiB3O6 (PbB2O7 (C2v) (Figure 16). According to the data set in the table, the polar borate
crystals have a higher level of NLO susceptibility (0.1 < χ(2) < 6.1 pm/V) and they are positioned
near and in the central regions of the ellipse rosette (1, 2, 7). Besides, here two nonpolar crystals have
the biggest values of χ(2): (Ba3Ti3O6(BO3)2, D3h, χ(2) = 28 pm/V, lying inside region 2, and γ-LiBO2,
D2d, χ(2) = 6.3 pm/V lying on the line of ellipses I and II intersection. But, other nonpolar crystals
have a moderate and a low level of χ(2), 0 < χ(2) < 2.48 pm/V (Table S2, Supplementary Materials)
(Sr2Be2B2O7, D3h; Cs2B4SiO9, S4; CeSc3(BO3)4, D3; BiAlGa2(BO3)4, D3; β-RbB3O5, D2; KMgBO3, T).

The interrelation “oxide bond length—NLO susceptibility” can be seen clearer from the function
χ(2) = f[(B–O)] for simple and binary borate crystals. This general fuzzy dependence of NLO
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susceptibility, χ(2) on oxide bond length is presented in Figure 18. But, its upper envelope is
nonmonotonous, and there are two clear maximum a at L(B–O) = 136 and 148 pm. The very
sharp maximum at L(B–O) = 136 pm corresponds to the borate–titanate crystal, Ba3Ti3O6(BO3)2

with σ–Ti–O bonds, and several crystals are positioned at L(B–O) 133/138 pm with the noticeable level
of χ(2) = 4/6 pm/V (some of borate-niobates with the C2v symmetry and Bi3TeBO9, C6).Crystals 2017, 7, 109 18 of 28 
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marked difference of length L(В–O) = 124 ÷ 152 pm is observed in borate crystals, and it is stipulated 
by the formation of many anionic borate groups: flat trigonal (BO3)3−, tetragonal (BO4)5−, ditrigonal 
(B2O5)4−, ditetragonal (B2O7)8−, flat ring-shaped (B3O6)3−, the NLO susceptibility of which is different 
[14–18,103,110,112]. The same fuzzy dependence of χ(2) on L(M/E–O) for simple and binary borate 
crystals is presented in Figure 19. Three maxima at L(E/M–O) =190, 248, and 298 pm are observed 
here. The first maximum corresponds to the Ba3Ti3O6(BO3)2 crystal, the second – to the Pb0.7Ba0.3B4O7 
crystal and the third β–RbB3O5 (D2, χ(2) =1.5).  

So, the set of the shortest oxide bond lengths L(M/E–O) is a key informative parameter for the 
systematization and search of new acentric oxide crystals for optoelectronics.  

It is necessary to take into account all oxide bond lengths for the design of ternary oxides. In 
borate crystals, the oxide bond length L(B–O) is equal to 124 ÷ 152 pm and, potentially, these 
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9-D3h; 10-Td.
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Figure 18. The fuzzy dependence of the (2) = f[(B–O)] upper envelope on the shortest bond length. Dark:
polar crystals 1-C6v; 2-C4v; 3-C3v; 4-C2v; 5-Cs; 6-C6; 7-C4, 8-C3; 9-C2; 10-C1. Symbols 11–20–nonpolar
crystals: 11-T; 12-D6; 13-D4; 14-D3; 15-D2; 16-D2d; 17-S4, 18-C3h, 19-D3h; 20-Td.

So, the higher NLO susceptibility is predetermined by the high electronic polarizability of some
transition metal ions (Ti4+, Nb5+, Ta5+) contained by the oxygen ion in borate crystals (CsNbOB2O5,
TlNbB2O6, CsTaOB2O5). The second low-intensity maximum at L(B–O) 144–148 pm is formed by
γ-LiBO2 (D2d, χ(2) = 6.3 pm/V) and Pb0.7Ba0.3B4O7 (C2v, χ(2) = 5.1 pm/V) borate crystals. The marked
difference of length L(B–O) = 124 ÷ 152 pm is observed in borate crystals, and it is stipulated by
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the formation of many anionic borate groups: flat trigonal (BO3)3−, tetragonal (BO4)5−, ditrigonal
(B2O5)4−, ditetragonal (B2O7)8−, flat ring-shaped (B3O6)3−, the NLO susceptibility of which is
different [14–18,103,110,112]. The same fuzzy dependence of χ(2) on L(M/E–O) for simple and binary
borate crystals is presented in Figure 19. Three maxima at L(E/M–O) =190, 248, and 298 pm are
observed here. The first maximum corresponds to the Ba3Ti3O6(BO3)2 crystal, the second to the
Pb0.7Ba0.3B4O7 crystal and the third β–RbB3O5 (D2, χ(2) =1.5).
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So, the set of the shortest oxide bond lengths L(M/E–O) is a key informative parameter for the
systematization and search of new acentric oxide crystals for optoelectronics.

It is necessary to take into account all oxide bond lengths for the design of ternary oxides. In borate
crystals, the oxide bond length L(B–O) is equal to 124 ÷ 152 pm and, potentially, these crystals may
be “acentric”. But, the oxide bond length L(E–O) must be in the interval 124 < (L(E–O < 202 pm in
ellipses I and II. The acentric ternary oxide crystals are divided into some groups (1–7), and they are
positioned obligatorily in the ellipses of “acentricity I–III”. Namely, the acentric binary borate crystals
can be of three types: MnMmBpOt, MnEmBpO, or EnEmBpOt. The fuzzy dependence of the NLO
susceptibility on the oxide bond length is nonmonotonous, and the systematization of interrelationship
“composition–structure–property” allows defining the perspective crystal composition (Figures 16–19)
more precisely.

The structure of the first basic NLO borate crystal, β-BaB2O4, was precisely determined in
1984 as R3c [6,115]. Then the NLO properties were predicted by Ch. Chen and others [14,15], and
the crystal growth technology was developed in many studies [117–119]. Earlier, and for the last
years, some deep UV borate and fluoride–borate crystals have been grown [120–126]. These crystals
expanded the possible boundary of transparence in the UV spectral region in comparison with borate
crystals, and the essential part of these contributions was carried out by the Chen’s group and other
scientists [14,15,101,120–130]. The fluoride borate crystals KBe2BO3F2 (KBBF), RbBe2BO3F2 (RBBF),
CsBe2BO3F2 (CBBF) and TlBe2BO3F2 (TBBF) have the trigonal D3-point symmetry (R32) [120–122].
The fluoride borate crystal, Sr3[(BexB1–x)3O10][Be(O1–xFx)3], x = 0.33, has its polar trigonal C3v

point symmetry, while some other crystals (BaAlBO3F2, C3h, Ba7(BO3)4−xF2+3x, C6, Sr2Be2B2O7, D3h,
NaBeBO3, D3h)–the hexagonal structure [124–128]. According to their oxide bond length, the borate
and fluoride borate crystals with the moderate χ(2)-level are positioned in regions 1–2 or 7 (Figures 16
and 17). The theoretical DFT analysis, which was carried out last year, shows that B–O groups have a
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dominant role in the SHG response, and F atoms serve as NLO active participants in the discussed
fluoride borate crystals [130] (Supplementary Materials, (Table S2).

7. Interrelationship “Composition–Structure–Oxide Bond Length–NLO Susceptibility” for
Simple and Binary Carbonate Crystals

For the last years, more intensive studies have been carried out in the search and synthesis of
new carbon-containing oxide crystals, which are also of higher transparence in the UV spectral
ranges [20–25,131–145] (carbonates [132,138,140,143,144], tartrates [133–135,145], formates [136],
oxalates [137], acetates [109], and fluoride-carbonates [20–25]). These crystals also have their
high optical damage threshold and the phase-matching angles in the UV spectral range. Besides,
many complex carbon–oxide compounds with borates, hydroxides [139,140], having both π–
and σ–oxide bonds, and also hydrogen O–H bonds, including borate–carbonate, borate–acetate,
borate–formate, borate–oxalate, borate–tartrate and other compounds with several different cations,
or anions [109,133,137,139–142], are known. The search of such materials was carried out among
fluorides, borates, carbonates and their derivatives. The most transparent crystals were found among
fluorides, but only the SbF3 crystal has its moderate NLO susceptibility χ(2) = 1.93 pm/V [146], while
the crystal of Rachel salt NaK tartrate χ(2) = 4.3 pm/V [6,12,27].

Further, the set of data on the composition, structure, oxide bond lengths, NLO susceptibility of
carbon oxide crystals are compiled in table III (Supplementary Materials). The estimation of certain
data on the oxide bond lengths is obtained on the ionic radii [60,61], and NLO susceptibilities–from
some reviews and reference books [60,61], including the χ(2) measurements by the Kurtz and Perry
method [65]. Besides, the χ(2) values are correlated with other acentric properties: spontaneous
polarization Ps, piezoelectric coefficient d and electro-optical coefficient r [12,13,57]. The set of tabulated
data embraces 18 crystalline piezoelectric structures with the exception of rare groups C4v and Td [55].

The representation and plotting methods for correlations “composition–structure–property” are
used the same as for borate crystals [56]. Each cation has one or several coordination polyhedrons in
the oxide crystalline lattice, including 3–12 oxygen anions or a set of fluorine and oxygen anions in the
fluoride-carbonate crystals [61]. Besides, the oxide (fluorine) bond lengths may be different inside each
polyhedron [61]. But the strongest, shortest oxide bond length is conveniently used at a comparative
crystal chemical analysis. This bond has one definite minimal length L in each polyhedron. The data on
110 simple and complex carbon-oxide crystals, including the new fluoride-carbonate crystals having
their high level of χ(2), and all carbonate crystals having χ(2) ≥ 0.01/0.05 pm/V, are presented in the
table. Informative parameter L is a set of oxide bond lengths for carbon–oxide compounds with the
chemical formulas MnMmCpOt, MnEmCpOt, or EnEmCpOt, in which cations E and M correspond to
inequalities 130 pm < L(E–O) ≤ 202 pm < L(M–O), and 115 pm ≤ L(C–O) ≤ 155 pm.

It was shown in the sixth section for borate crystals that the existence of such inequality
substantially defines the absence of an inversion center in the crystals and the level of NLO
properties [56]. So, in Figure 20, the three partly intersected ellipses of “acentricity” I, II, III are plotted
on the plane of oxide bonds L(E–O)–L(M–O), in which the full set of the carbon–oxide compounds from
the table is positioned. Here, the crystals of simple carbonates MnCpOt and EmCpOt are positioned on
the long axis of slope ellipses III. The general picture is the same as it is observed for borate crystals [56].

The extreme dependence of function χ(2) = F(L(CO)) is presented in Figure 21. Commonly, the
level χ(2) = 0.05/2 pm/V is observed in the crystals of carbon-oxide compounds. Here, the low χ(2)

maximum at L(C-O) 115–116 pm corresponds to the crystal of the Rachel (ferroelectric) salt, and the
potassium tartrate NLO susceptibility is χ(2) = 4.2–4.3 pm/V [12]. But unexpectedly, a sharp and
very high maximum χ(2) at L(C–O) 128–129 pm is observed for the crystals of potassium, rubidium
and cesium fluorine–carbonates, in which the second cations are led, europium, or gadolinium
(Supplementary Materials, Table S3, lines 64–65, 98, 105–106).
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So, the new crystals of the fluoride–carbonates have their high level χ(2) =10–20 pm/V [20–22,129],
while the crystals of fluoride–borate BaAlBO3F2 have the value of χ(2) only 1.1–1.5 pm/V [122]. This
circumstance is stipulated by the increase of the “acentricity” degree in the coordination polyhedrons
due to the existence of hetero–valence ligands, including O2− and F−anions [128]. The crystals of
fluoride-carbonates with the D3h structure are positioned on the plane of oxide bond lengths in the right
part, near the boundary of slope ellipse III (Figure 20). In pure carbonate crystals, a low level of NLO
susceptibility, less than 1.5 pm/V, is observed, and a moderate level is observed to χ(2) = 2–4.3 pm/V
for some tartrate crystals. These crystals are positioned in the central regions of the I-III ellipses. It is
clearly seen that there are some empty regions in the upper and bottom parts of these ellipses, and
some χ(2) data are missing in the table. Nevertheless, such systematization and comparison of the
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interrelationship “composition–structure-property” among the carbon-oxide and borate NLO crystals
are useful for a following search of new promising crystals in UV-optoelectronics.

So, the discovery of new high-efficiency NLO carbon-oxide crystals is required both as a theoretical
explanation of new established facts at the creation of the technology and their perfect crystal growth.
The thermal instability of fluorine–carbonates stimulates a further development of low hydrothermal
crystal growth methods, and the corrosion-proof autoclaves. Besides, a systematical search and
synthesis of new complex compounds, forming the UV transparence NLO crystals, is necessary.

8. Discussion and Conclusions

The prediction, crystal growth, investigation of many properties and the application of new
piezoelectric borate crystals in optoelectronics are the outstanding events in the development of
solid state physics and solid state chemistry. Many solid state devices in modern nonlinear optics,
acoustic-electronics and optoelectronics are impossible without these advanced materials. The creation
of new perfect borate crystals is also impossible without an essential development of crystal growth
methods and further investigation of physical chemistry of multicomponent borate melts, glasses,
solutions, and crystals [147,148].

The use of new piezoelectric oxide crystals for the creation of different optoelectronic devices
is predetermined by their complex of high physical properties and NCS-structures [2–6,27–33].
For example, the creation of a new thermo-stable sensor, and SAW devices is possible now using new
ternary oxide crystals with the “langasite” structure, D3 (La3Ga5SiO14, La3TiGa5O14, La3Ga5.5Nb0.5O14,
Ca3TaGa3Si2O14, and others), and also the crystals of binary borates, Cs (LnCa4O(BO3)3, Ln = Ln, Y,
Sm, Tb, Lu) [2,3,30–32,66,67,149]. The new acentric crystal zinc metaborate is also thermo-stable [100].
It can be noted that many oxide piezoelectric crystals with high NLO-susceptibility (χ(2) > 30 pm/V,
Figure 5) have a low optical damage threshold, and they cannot be useful in optoelectronics [2].
The primary use of simple, binary and multi-component borate crystals in nonlinear optics must be
extended also by the creation of new self-frequency doubling lasers and new hard materials.

Therefore, the comparison of acentric properties of piezoelectric oxide crystals is very helpful for
applied physics. But the fuzzy character of many empiric interrelations is needed in large statistics of
experimental data on crystal properties [38–58].

Besides, it can be noted that, despite the fuzzy character of interrelation “composition-structure
property” for the NCS oxide crystals, the knowledge of the upper boundary of dependence NLO
susceptibility-oxide bond length is very useful for the general search and design of new NLO
materials having the necessary complex of physical properties [45]. Particularly, the interrelation
“pseudosymmetry–nonlinear optical property” has been studied in more detail for the last years for
the series of simple NCS compounds and more complex ternary oxide compounds in the classes of
potassium titanyl phosphate crystals [150–152].

For the last years, the formation of the acentric enanthiomorphic crystals of 20 aminoacids from
natural aqueous solutions has been studied in some contributions [153]. Consequently, the systemic
study and the knowledge of interrelationship “composition–structure–acentric property” of a more
complete set of simple, binary and multicomponent oxide crystals is a key indicator for the fundamental
understanding of the significance of acentric crystal structure and the optical activity in the natural
processes of life origin [154,155].

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/2073-4352/7/4/109/s1,
Table S1: Real binary acentric binary oxide (polar piezoelectric).
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